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Since the launch of the iPhone in the beginning of 2007, it has changed the whole experience of
touch based Smartphone. Prior to the Apple inc. iPhone, there were touch screen phones and
Smartphones, but they were not too productive and advanced. iPhone apps made it possible for
various businesses all around the world to go mobile. With the iPhone apps, enterprises and
organisations now can control almost all the business functions from any location at anytime. On the
other hand, it has also brought a whole new entertainment experience to several users. There are
high graphics video games, video players, music apps, social networking apps, travel companion
apps and much more. These were all in the 1st generation iPhone.

Now, iPhone has evolved into a much better device with several enhancements in its hardware as
well as operating system i.e. iOS. Very soon there will be iPhone 5 and iOS 6 which is going to bring
boom in the demand for iPhone app development. Several iPhone app development companies all
around the globe and especially in Australia have gone active and are paying more attention
towards their development. iPhone developers are augmenting their skills with various latest tool
sets and iOS SDKâ€™s (software development kit), which is based on Xcode. iOS SDK is written in
Objective-C programming language that is very high level, object oriented language.

iPhone app development is a very skilful process, as it requires creativity, professionalism and
hardcore programming skills. It is not a one person show because iPhone application also requires
several layouts, themes and background design for the GUI (graphical user interface). Hence,
designers with skills on Adobe Photoshop and CorelDRAW are also required for iPhone app
development. Combining with iPhone app developer and designerâ€™s skills and efforts, they are able
to craft some of the most beautiful iPhone apps for business as well as entertainment purpose.

Let us see what applications that these iPhone app developers are able to build for to suffice the
growing iPhone apps demand.

Business iPhone apps â€“ as we already know that iPhone is an ideal device for several businesses. It
enables them to control various operations of the business from remote location, efficiently and
effectively. Some of the business apps that iPhone app developer creates are:

-	CMS (content management system) apps

-	Office suite for document processing

-	Inventory management tools

-	Email applications

-	Accounting applications

-	And many more...

Entertainment iPhone apps â€“ the current generation iPhone are as powerful as ever before. With
powerful CPU and GPU along with various enhanced sensors such as gyrometer, accelerometer,
etc. it delivers the best entertainment experience than ever before. Some of the apps that iPhone
app developer creates are:
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-	Games (almost all genre)

-	Music, podcast and online radio apps

-	Fitness apps

-	Custom messenger apps that are integrated with Facebook, Gtalk, Yahoo, etc.

-	Friend finder apps

-	And many more...

The list can go on and on as there are more than 6.5 millions applications in the iTunes store today.
The list will still go up as the requirement of iPhone apps development is always on the high. The
thing that an iPhone app developer need is your imagination. You imagine and they will create it for
you.
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Webstralia provides iphone application development services in Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra,
Australia at competitive rates. Hire our skilled a iphone app developer in Sydney, Melbourne and
Canberra, Australia. For more information visit us at a http://www.webstralia.com
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